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Introduction
This document describes the use of an inexpensive motor controller board and an Arduino to control
the motion of a two-wheeled robot. Figure 1 is a photograph of the assembled robot. The project
has three tasks
1. Assemble the robot.
2. Connect the motor controller to an Arduino and the motors.
3. Create Arduino programs to move the robot along a desired path.

Assembling the Robot
Two DAGU DG01D gear motors1 are mounted on an laser-cut, acrylic chassis. Plastic wheels2 are
pressed onto the outboard side of each of the motor shafts.
Parts used
1. 2 DAGU gear motors from Tinker Kit
2. 65mm plastic wheels from custom Tinker Kit
1 https://www.sparkfun.com/products/13302
2 https://www.sparkfun.com/products/13259

Figure 1: Photograph of the assembled robot.
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(a.) Gear motors

(b.) 65mm wheels

(c.) Metal ball caster kit

(d.) Acrylic chassis

Figure 2: Parts for assembling the mobile robot. Not to scale.
3. Metal caster from custom Tinker Kit
4. Acrylic chassis parts supplied by your instructor

Motor Controller
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of how an Arduino and TB6612 motor controller coordinate
the power delivery to two brushed DC motors. The motors have a nominal input voltage of 4.5VDC
and maximum current of 250mA. The current required by the motors exceeds the capability of the
Arduino PWM channels, which have a maximum output of 40mA. The solution is to use a motor
controller chip, in this case, a TB6612, dual half-bridge motor controller3 .
3 https://www.sparkfun.com/products/14450
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Figure 3: Schematic of power and logic communication between an Arduino, the TB6612 motor controller and two brushed DC motors.
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Connecting the Motor Controller to an Arduino
The motor controller is DC power supplied by the Vm and GND lines coming in from the bottom
of Figure 3. The function of the motor controller is controlled by separate digital signals that are
generated by the Arduino. The Arduino also supplies power to the logic circuit via the pair of Vcc
and GND lines.
The motor power input Vm on the motor controller is connected to the Vin pin on the Arduino,
which is connected directly to the power supply for the Arduino.
Figure 4 shows the details of the TB6612 breakout board from SparkFun. The top and bottom
sides of the breakout board have labels for each of the 8 pins along each side. Table 1 shows how
the pins on an Arduino are connected to the TB6612.
Logic Signals to the Motor Controller
Table 2 shows how control signals to the TB6612 affect the current to the motors. The table applies
to motor A or motor B separately, i.e., there is no need for duplicating the logic table for motor A
and motor B.
The shaded cells in Table 2 show that to make a motor spin in the counter-clockwise (CCW)
direction, set the IN1 pin to LOW, set the IN2 pin to HIGH and set the PWM pin to a non-zero value.
The STBY (stand-by) pin is high for all conditions. Here is a complete Arduino sketch to make motor
A spin at full speed in the CCW direction.
const int AIN1 = 13;
const int AIN2 = 12;
const int PWMA = 11;
void setup() {
pinMode(AIN1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(AIN2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(PWMA, OUTPUT);
}

//
//
//

Pin IN1 for motor A
Pin IN2 for motor A
Pin for PWM speed of motor A

//

Set all motor contro pins as outputs

void loop() {
// -- Drive motor forward (positive speed)
digitalWrite(AIN1, HIGH);
// Set pin 1
digitalWrite(AIN2, LOW);
// Set pin 2
analogWrite(PWMA, 255);
// Set motor
delay(3000);
// Let motor
}

to high
to low
speed, max = 255
spin for 3 seconds

Notice that there is no assignment of a pin for the STBY function. The use of a logic pin for the STBY
function is unnecessary because the wiring of the TB6612 breakout board has STBY permanently
tied to the 5V source. In other words, STBY is always HIGH.

Recommended Wiring
Figure 4 shows the top of the TB6612 breakout board from Sparkfun4 . The TB6612 is a dual
half-bridge motor driver that can supply up to 1A to each of two brushed DC motors.
Table 1 shows the wiring for the demonstration codes using the TB6612 motor controller. We
recommend this wiring scheme, although valid alternatives exist for different pin numbers and wire
colors. The wiring scheme in Table 1 is consistent with the sample Arduino sketches given in this
documebnt.
4 https://www.sparkfun.com/products/9457
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//
//
//
//
//
//

File:

4

motor_basics.ino

Control one motor with the TB6612 motor controller breakout board
This is a slightly modified version of the sketch from Circuit 10: Motor Basics
in the SparkFun Activity Guide for the Tinker Kitj
View circuit diagram and instructions at:
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/activity-guide-for-sparkfun-tinker-kit/circuit-10-motor-basics

// -const
const
const

PIN
int
int
int

VARIABLES to control the motor A pins on the motor driver
AIN1 = 13;
// Pin IN1 for motor A
AIN2 = 12;
// Pin IN2 for motor A
PWMA = 11;
// Pin for PWM speed of motor A

void setup() {
pinMode(AIN1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(AIN2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(PWMA, OUTPUT);
}

//

Set all motor contro pins as outputs

void loop() {
// -- Drive motor forward (positive speed)
digitalWrite(AIN1, HIGH);
// Set pin 1
digitalWrite(AIN2, LOW);
// Set pin 2
analogWrite(PWMA, 255);
// Set motor
delay(3000);
// Let motor

to high
to low
speed, max = 255
spin for 3 seconds

// -- Drive motor backward (negative speed)
digitalWrite(AIN1, LOW);
// Set pin 1
digitalWrite(AIN2, HIGH);
// Set pin 2
analogWrite(PWMA, 255);
// Set motor
delay(3000);
// Let motor

to low
to high
speed, max = 255
spin for 3 seconds

// -- Stop the motor
digitalWrite(AIN1, LOW);
digitalWrite(AIN2, LOW);
analogWrite(PWMA, 0);
delay(3000);

//
//
//
//

Set pin 1 to low
Set pin 2 to low
Set motor speed to zero
Wait for 3 seconds before starting loop again

}

Listing 1: Arduino sketch to move the robot forward, backward and then stop.
AO1, AO2, BO1 and BO2 are outputs from the TB6612 to DC motors A and B, and hence, do
not have Arduino pins. One of the ground pins on the TB6612 is not connected, though for high
current applications the ground pins serve as heat dissipation paths, so it should be connected.
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Figure 4: Top view of the Sparkfun TB6612 breakout board Photographs are from https://www.
sparkfun.com/products/9457. Annotations are larger versions of the white stencil lettering
on the breakout board.

Table 1: Pin definitions for the TB6612 breakout board used in the differential drive mobile robot. Wire
colors do not affect the behavior, but are included to help initial set up.
Board
label

Arduino Wire
pin
color

Board
label

Arduino Wire
pin
color

VM

Vin

red

PWMA

11

brown

VCC

5V

red

AIN2

12

orange

GND

GND

black

AIN1

13

blue

AO1

NA

red

STBY

5V

red

AO2

NA

black

BIN1

8

yellow

BO2

NA

red

BIN2

9

white

BO1

NA

black

PWMB

10

green

GND

GND

black

GND

GND

not used
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Table 2: Control signals for each channel of the TB6612, copied from the datasheet. The yellow
highlighting shows the state of digital I/O pins that make the motor spin in the counterclockwise direction. Yellow are input signals. Pink are the output lines. Blue is the description
of the output mode.
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Figure 5: Three turning modes for the two-wheeled robot when viewed from above. v` and vr are the
velocities of the wheel hubs, not the tangential velocities of the wheels.

Differential Drive Kinematics for Steering
To go straight, the robot spins its two wheels at the same rate. To turn, the robot spins its two
wheels at different rates. Not surprisingly, this mode of turning is called a differential drive.
Figure 5 shows three modes for a left turn using differential drive. All three turning modes are
described by the same kinematic model developed in the next section. A right turn is also described
by the same kinematic model, so we only need to develop the equations for a left turn.
Although all three turning modes in Figure 5 are described by the same model, we show these
modes to develop a physical intuition on how turning can be implemented. The model equations
developed here are based on ideal conditions: no slippage of the wheels relative to the ground,
perfect parallel alignment of the wheels to each other and to the robot body, no effect due to the
friction of the caster. In the final recipe for turning we will account for the difference in performance
of the motor and drive train for each wheel.
In Figure 5, the velocity of the right and left wheel hubs are vr and v` , respectively. We initially
focus on the motion of the wheel hubs, i.e., the center of the axles, as if the robot moves rigidly.
After we develop a model for the motion of the wheel hubs, we include the rotational motion of the
wheels. When we know the desired rotation rates of the wheels we can then determine the signals
to send to the motor controller to create the turn.

Kinematic Equations for Turning
In this section, the kinematic equations for the robot motion are derived. Although we focus on
turning, the same equations apply to the conceptually simpler problem of going straight forward or
straight backward.
Kinematics refers to the description of motion without consideration of the forces necessary to
make that motion possible. In other words, we describe the motion of the robot in terms of its
position and velocity, without worrying about how, or even whether, the motors are capable of
moving the robot. We simply assume the wheels will spin at the rates specified in the model we
develop. We also neglect the possibility that the wheels may slip or that the two drive motors may
spin at different rates given the same PWM control signal.
Figure 6 is a top view of the robot as it makes a left turn, which occurs when the velocity of
the right wheel, vr , is greater than the velocity of the left wheel, v` . A right turn is achieved when
v` > vr . Remember that vr and v` are linear or translational velocities of the wheel hubs, not the
rotational speed of the individual wheels. Also remember that the motion depicted in Figure 6 leads
to a model that is applicable to all three turning modes depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 6: Kinematic variables to define turning with a differential drive.
During the turn, we envision that the robot is moving on a circular path defined by the instantaneous center of curvature (ICC) and the radius, R from ICC to the centerline of the robot5 . The
dashed lines in Figure 6 indicate the circular paths of the wheel hubs.
Using the notation in Figure 6, the velocity of the right wheel hub (during a left turn) is


b
vr = ωR R +
(1)
2
where ωR is the angular velocity of the robot about ICC, and b is the distance between the wheels
of the robot. Similarly, the velocity of the left wheel hub (during a left turn) is


b
v` = ω R R −
(2)
2
If the robot is instead turning right, change the signs of the b/2 terms on the right side of Equation (1)
and Equation (2).
Solving Equation (1) and (2) for R and ωR gives
b vr + v`
2 vr − v`

(3)

vr − v`
.
b

(4)

1
(vr + v` )
2

(5)

R=
and

ωR =
Define the average linear speed of the robot as
v̄ =
and notice that
RωR =

b vr + v` vr − v `
1
= (vr + v` ) = v̄
2 vr − v`
b
2

(6)

5 ICC can be thought of as the origin of a reference frame that is fixed during the turn. Along a complex path
involving multiple turns and straight motions between turns, the ICC would also be moving.
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Figure 7: Relationship between the linear speed of a robot wheel hub and the angular speed of the
wheel. On the left the rotating wheel moves in the fixed laboratory frame of reference. On
the right, the reference frame moves with the steady speed of v, so the ground appears to be
moving in the opposite direction with velocity v, while the wheel rotates.
Rearranging the previous expression gives
ωR =

v̄
.
R

(7)

For convenience, define the velocity difference
δv = vr − v`

(8)

and combine Equation (4), Equation (7) and Equation (8) to get
δv =

bv̄
.
R

(9)

Given δv, the linear velocity of the wheel hubs for a left turn are
vr = v̄ +

δv
,
2

v` = v̄ −

δv
2

(left turn)

(10)

and for a right turn
δv
δv
, v` = v̄ +
(right turn)
(11)
2
2
As depicted in Figure 6, consider the turning of the robot through an angle, θ. For a robot
traveling at a constant speed
θ = ωR ∆t
(12)
vr = v̄ −

where ∆t is the time during which the robot is turning about the ICC. Combining Equation (7)
and Equation (12) gives
θR
.
(13)
∆t =
v̄
Equation (13) tells us how long the turning operation should last given the angle of the turn, the
radius of the turn and the average speed of the robot. Note that the value of θ in Equation (13)
must be in radians, not degrees.

Relationship between Hub Velocities and Wheel Rotation
Up to this point, the turning model has been developed for the linear velocity of the robot and its
wheel hubs. However, signals from the motor controller change the rate of rotation of the wheels,
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not their linear velocity. Figure 7 provides the nomenclature and a change of reference frame that
allows us to relate the linear speed of the wheel hub to the rotational speed of the wheel. In general,
2v
(14)
v = ωd/2 or ω =
d
where ω is the angular velocity (rad/s) of the wheel. Applying Equation (14) to the right and left
wheels gives
2vr
2v`
ωr =
and ω` =
(15)
d
d
where ωr and ω` are the angular velocities of the right and left wheel, respectively. Combining
Equation (10) and Equation (14) for a left turn we get




2
δv
2
δv
ωr =
v̄ +
ω` =
v̄ −
(left turn)
(16)
d
2
d
2
and for a right turn combine Equation (11) and Equation (14) to get




δv
2
δv
2
v̄ −
ω` =
v̄ +
(right turn)
ωr =
d
2
d
2

(17)

Recipe for a Turn
The preceding sections give a set of equations to predict how the robot will turn given inputs to the
wheels. This section reduces that information to a simpler set of instructions for executing turns.
At a high level, executing a turn requires the control program to perform two tasks.
• Set the direction – forward or reverse – of each wheel
• Set the rotation speed for each wheel
The kinematic model gives the following recipe for the second task.
1. Specify the θ and R for the turn, and the average speed, v̄, of the robot during the turn.
2. Compute the time to execute the turn from Equation (13)
∆t =

θR
.
v̄

3. Compute the linear speed differential for the wheels from Equation (9)
δv =

bv̄
.
R

4. Compute the rotational speed of the wheels for left turn from Equation (16)




2
δv
2
δv
ωr =
v̄ +
ω` =
v̄ −
left turn
d
2
d
2
or, for a right turn
ωr =

2
d


v̄ −

δv
2


ω` =

2
d



δv
v̄ +
2

right turn

5. Convert the rotational speeds ωr and ω` to PWM signals for the motor controller. This last
step will require a calibration. The result is a pair of functions that are unique to your robot.
PWMr = fr (ωr )

PWM` = f` (ω` )

The next section shows how the calibration can be obtained.
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Calibration of the Motor Control Signal
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the results of the calibration for two motors labeled A and B. Listing 2
shows a (partial) Arduino sketch for collecting calibration data. The sketch causes the motors to
spin for measureTime milliseconds at a series of PWM settings. You will need to manually count
wheel rotations for each of the speed settings. Attaching a small piece of tape to each wheel will
help to count revolutions.

Figure 8: Sample calibration for motor A.

Figure 9: Sample calibration for motor B.
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wheel_calibration.ino

Spin a robot wheel for a fixed time interval at a fixed PWM signal.
The user counts the rotations to obtain data for a calibration of
omega = f(PWM)

// -//
const
const
const
const
const
const

Global pin variables connect digital I/O channels to the
inputs on the TB6612
int AIN1 = 13;
// Pin IN1 for motor A
int AIN2 = 12;
// Pin IN2 for motor A
int PWMA = 11;
// Pin for PWM input to motor A
int PWMB = 10;
// Pin for PWM input to motor B
int BIN2 = 9;
// Pin IN2 for motor B
int BIN1 = 8;
// Pin IN1 for motor B

// -------------------------------------------------------------void setup() {
pinMode(AIN1, OUTPUT);
// Set all motor contro pins as outputs
pinMode(AIN2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(PWMA, OUTPUT);
pinMode(BIN1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(BIN2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(PWMB, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9600);
delay(5000);

//
//

Start up the Serial Monitor
Pause before starting any tests

}
// -------------------------------------------------------------void loop() {
int pwm, min_PWM=55, delta_PWM=50, measureTime=10000, waitTime=8000;
Serial.println("\n\nBegin Test for");
Serial.print(measureTime);
Serial.println(" seconds");
for ( pwm=min_PWM; pwm<=255; pwm+=delta_PWM ) {
Serial.print("Rotate at speed ");
forward(pwm);
delay(measureTime);

Serial.println(pwm);

// -- Pause to record data
stopMotors();
delay(waitTime);
}
Serial.println("\nTest complete");
delay(4*waitTime);
//
Wait before starting next test
}

Listing 2: Arduino sketch to calibrate the PWM signal to the wheel motion.

